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====== cosgroveb I think it's interesting that in this Google IO presentation they gloss over
Chromium, until the very end where a Chromium-only widget is shown: It seems that even Google is
starting to consider the user experience of Chromium to be their own and are moving away from a
simple web browser. I don't think it was ever the case that Google outsourced browser functionality
(other than Chrome itself). ~~~ rbanffy > It seems that even Google is starting to consider the user
experience of > Chromium to be their own and are moving away from a simple web browser. I'm not

sure what Google considers "user experience" to be, but I'd like to bet on two things: \- Google's
"Opera" thing; \- other browsers will never be the user experience of Google, because Google already
has one that's a lot better and has the best investment to Google's P&L ------ infinii Seems like they

made a whole OS and are not taking privacy into consideration. ~~~ rcfox If you mean that
ChromeOS is similar to Android in that the OS and the software packages you can install are

separated, then yeah, they've made that decision. But if you mean that they're making a big change
to their software development process, that can't really be verified yet since there hasn't been any
new releases since 2.0 was released. The link on the front page is 404'd, which is a pretty big clue
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